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NEWSLETTER - SUMMER 2020 
 
Summer 2020 is upon us now and all over Australia Tiffin motorhomes have been on the move. The temperatures are up 
and the overwhelming pressure that Covid 19 has put upon everyone looks like it may soon be a thing of the past. Borders 
opening up and restrictions easing has meant that families can come together again and travel within our own country is 
once again ‘the thing to do’.  
 
2020 has certainly been a year to remember for many different reasons and as we head towards the festive period I hope 
that we all have a chance to reflect on and remember those that weren’t fortunate to make it through. 
 
The MY21 model Tiffin Allegro Breeze 33IBR was introduced in early Spring, changes to the wardrobe configuration in the 
master bedroom have made space to fit a normal size washing machine / dryer combo which is a big step up from the 
previous location in the basement. Electronic stability control has been added to keep up with the latest safety tech. The 
previously popular ‘Solafina’ interior Décor package has been replaced by the even nicer ‘Dior’ Décor package and a brand 
new ‘Volaré’ solid surface counter top which is now standard for all three Décor packages that we offer. The galley now 
sports a cooktop cover to match the counter top so when the cooktop is not in use the full counter top can be used as a 
workspace.  
 
The internal configuration choices of the 6 seat / 6 sleep ‘Booth Dinette’ and the 4 seat / 4 sleep ‘Workstation’ remain 
unchanged, as does the ever popular ‘Natural Alder’ and ‘Mocha’ solid timber cabinetry options. ‘Grey Owl’ ultra-leather 
seat colouring has been discontinued for the Breeze with the ‘White Maple’ proving to be the choice for all buyers. 
 
Extra options such as accent lighting and macerator toilet systems have been added to our final build options list and for 
the MY21 models, buyers now have a choice of 6 standard colour-schemes.  
  
As much as we have been trying to always have ‘stock vehicles’ pre-ordered, the increase in demand has meant that all of 
these vehicles have been ‘snapped up’ by savvy buyers in many cases before they have been built. It has been a constant 
game of catch up to try and fulfill the demand for premium motorhomes that provide a genuine alternative to luxury 
apartment living - on wheels! 

In the last edition of our newsletter I introduced Steve, Aiden & Matt to our team, in this edition I welcome Tait to the 
final build crew. Under the guidance of our production team manager; Ash our final build times have now been able to be 
condensed and the extra experience from everyone involved is resulting in motorhomes that are of an impeccable 
standard.  

Many of our readers may remember Alex who left the company earlier in the year to move to the USA and follow his 
heart… we have pleasure now in letting you all know that Alex is now engaged to the love of his life; Destiny and I am sure 
that you will all join us in wishing them much happiness and good fortune for their future lives together. 

We now have a new brochure for the 2021 Tiffin Allegro Breeze 33IBR and are working on improvements to a new look 
website. A copy of the brochure can be viewed here . If you are remotely interested in acquiring for yourself what is 
undoubtedly the finest ‘A class’ motorhome on the Australian market from one of the best motorhome manufacturers in 
the world, contact us now for more information. We look forward to hearing from you soon and assisting you with your 
dream motorhome enquiry ! 
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Welcome new Tiffin owners 
 

 

 
 

Sally & Shane on their first adventure in ‘Sierra Mist’ 

Diane & Peter… 

Diane and Peter were introduced to Tiffin motorhomes 
by another owner who purchased earlier this year. 
Caught up in the Victorian lockdown the thoughts of 
escaping to the rest of the country was high on their 
priority list.  

Having recently sold their previous RV, they snapped up 
the gorgeous ‘one and only’ ‘Desert Sand’, but because 
of border closures, were unable to come up and collect 
it, so we put it on the back of a truck and shipped it 
down to them. 

Now that the borders have been opened they are out 
and about travelling up the East Coast enjoying their 
freedom. 

 

Diane, Peter, ‘Randall’ and the one and only ‘Desert Sand’    

 

Sally & Shane… 

Gold Coasters’, Sally & Shane were next to take delivery of ‘Sierra Mist’, keen to leave their busy lives behind for a 
while, they headed off the day after delivery and are currently enjoying a 6 week break exploring North 
Queensland. 
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     Teresa & Dave and their custom ‘Sierra Mist’ 
 
 
 

 

 

 

Teresa & Dave … 

In March this year Teresa and 
Dave made a ‘life change’ plan 
and ordered a very special 
motorhome built to their 
specifications for extended 
travel and to escape the rat 
race of Sydney for a while. 

After a few Covid related delays 
and 7 months later they took 
delivery of this gorgeous 
custom built motorhome, 
finished in the ever popular 
‘Sierra Mist’ colour scheme and 
after hooking up their tow 
vehicle they headed off on the 
start of what will be a well 
deserved extended holiday on 
the road. 

 

 

Rod & Barb … 

Victorians Rod & Barb decided In June this 
year that the time was right to take the 
plunge and purchase the very first MY21 
model Allegro Breeze to come to 
Australia, their colour of choice was the 
ever popular ‘Sierra Mist’ selected with 
the factory optional galley window and 
king size bed. 

Their motorhome arrived in Australia in 
late October and after a 4 week ‘final 
build’ in our Gold Coast workshop and as 
soon as the Qld. border opened up to 
Victorians they jumped on a plane to 
come up and collect it. 

Now heading home, I am sure they are 
enjoying their purchase and looking 
forward to their future travels.   

Rod & Barb with ‘Sierra Mist’ 
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Rachel & Michael at the controls of the beautiful ‘Silver Sand’ 

 
 

 

                        Mick & Chris with Murray Robertson and ‘Snowy Mountain’ 
 
 
 

“Wherever you go, we go” 

Rachel & Michael … 

A couple of weeks ago, Victorian ‘go-
getters’; Rachel & Michael spied an 
opportunity too good to resist.  

The beautiful ‘Silver Sand’, pre-owned 
motorhome that we had an enormous 
amount of interest on over the Covid 
period, was secured within a few days 
of negotiation. 

Soon after, the Qld. border opened up 
and they jumped on a plane to take 
delivery and drive it back home to 
Victoria. 

Happy travels and we hope you both 
enjoy ‘Roughing it Smoothly’ ! 

 

Chris & Mick … 

In February this year we had the 
absolutely gorgeous pre-owned 2016 
‘Snowy Mountain’ for sale. It didn’t last 
long and was eagerly snapped up by small 
business owners; Chris & Mick from 
Tasmania.  

With a plan to come and collect it soon 
after, they went home… Covid-19 hit and 
the country went into lockdown.  

Thinking it would soon be over, they 
waited patiently but it was only some 9 
months later that they were finally able to 
take delivery.  

Early December saw ‘Snowy Mountain’ 
leave our dealership headed for a long 
trip to its new home in Tassie.  
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Wrap up… 

Spring turned out to be a very busy time for us here at Tiffin Motorhomes Australia and we sincerely 
appreciate all of the interest that has been shown over this difficult time.  

We welcome all of our new owners to the ‘Tiffin Motorhomes Australia’ family and wish Diane & Peter, 
Sally & Shane, Teresa & Dave, Rod & Barb, Rachel & Michael and Chris & Mick all the very with their future 
travels. We understand and appreciate that as consumers, you do have a choice and we feel very privileged 
that you have chosen a Tiffin motorhome to be a part of your future and are honoured to have been a part 
of your journey’s so far.    

Summer is shaping up to just as busy as Spring.  We have five more brand spanking new MY2021 Allegro 
Breeze 33IBR motorhomes ‘in the system’ for customers with the first two arriving on our shores before 
Xmas and the remaining three in the New Year. We have commissioned two more to be built in January and 
these will be the first 2021 build motorhomes that we will receive. Current enquiry levels are still high so 
we expect these to get snapped up before Xmas so don’t delay, if you are interested in securing the ‘best 
of the best’ A class motorhome on the Australian market, contact us now for more information and you 
also can be…… 

‘Roughing it smoothly’ 
                     

 Pre-Owned Motorhomes In Stock…welcome you all trt of your adventures in the future. 

We are pleased to present what will probably be the ‘buy of the century’ for someone. 

‘Gold Coral’ landed in Australia about 18mths ago as a good low mileage motorhome for us to convert 
to Australian specifications and bring to market. Made in 2011 and with appx 47,000km travelled, it is 
now completing its ‘final build’ in our workshop and will be ready for inspection early December. 

It has been ‘priced to sell’ at $249,000 plus on road costs – this is an extraordinary price for a new 
‘current spec’ conversion by Tiffin Motorhomes Australia, if you are keen to check it out please head to 
our website or click here to go directly to it. 

We don’t expect it to last long so if you are keen, contact us now to arrange an inspection. 
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